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Fire Fundamentals

Fire as driverless car

Fire regime

too much bad fire,                            
too little good fire,                            

too much combustion overall
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Natural fire

Black Carbon 
Emissions

Anthropogenic fire

Industrial fire

Problem of fire sustainability -
how to divide two combustion realms                

by three fires and have something left over



Hominins

Disturbance in the Force

Keystone species

From living landscapes to lithic landscapes

Holocene as Pyrocene fire as 
cause, 
consequence, 
catalyst

Anthropocene as Holocene
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Weather

Regime change

climate history becoming a subset of fire history

climate change as performance enhancer
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Fire and Collapse

Ø fire as unique marker for human presence
Ø useful index of relationships

Ø can analyze as would any cultural creation, 
such as a work of art
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Fire and CollapseFire and the Future 

“…they shall go out from one fire, and 
another fire shall devour them.”

Ezekiel 15:7




